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Digital Asset Investment

Pecu Novus is unique in nature, it is a store of value just as one would view gold or 
like alternative assets, PECU is an asset backed digital asset that can be used as a 
form of asset investment in a company. Just like stocks, bonds, gold and other alter-
native assets being held by companies and shown on their audited financial state-
ments, digital assets like PECU are also able to be shown as an alternative asset on a 
companies audited financial statements.

As with any store of value, whether it be digital or physical, the possibility of it ac-
cruing in value over time is solidly there, that key word is “VALUE” and with the 
PECU supply being capped at 100 million, it adds a supply and demand scenario to 
the equation in the future. 

The United States Internal Revenue Service clearly states that digital assets, such as 
PECU, are considered an alternative asset and subject to capital gains tax upon liq-
uidation. The United States Securities and Exchange Commission accepts audited 
financial statements incorporating digital assets. So the value of PECU as a digital 
asset investment in a company is evident.

There are a number of ways that PECU can be used in business, from real estate 
purchases, acquisitions, escrow for import/export, asset investment in companies 
and so much more. PECU holders are using it as it was intended, as a digital asset 
that can be used for many business transactional situations.       

Since PECU is a digital asset that has a blockchain foundation, all transactions are 
clear, secure and permanently recorded with agreement information detailed within 
the block.  All business to business PECU transfers are at no cost on the Pecu Novus 
Network, so from placing PECU in the escrow account to making the entire pur-
chase or investment utilizing PECU eliminates the need for unnecessary transac-
tional fees. 

These are just helpful hints on how to leverage PECU holdings for digital asset in-
vestments in companies.  

This document is for informational purposes only, it is highly recommended that you seek professional legal 
and/or accounting advice.


